


Front Cover Photo.~The Mack Lake Fire shortly before it passed through the village of Mack Lake. Note the
spot fire on the edge of the lake. Photo courtesy of the Huron-Manistee National Forest, Mio Ranger District.

PREFACE
The full story of a major wildfire contains many chapters, such as

organization, suppression, and logistics. This report on fire behavior is
only one chapter in the story. In limiting our observations to fire related
phenomena, our conclusions must also be limited to fire's contribution to
the outcome of events. Thus, the report does not address management
concerns involving actions taken or not taken. These have been ade-
quately discussed in a previous report (USDA Forest Service 1980) and
will not be repeated here.

The reader may note differences between information presented herein
and that previously published. Earlier information was based on prelim-
inary analyses of incomplete data. This report reflects a comprehensive
analysis of all available data as well as a thorough review. Thus, where
differences exist, this report should be considered correct.
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THE MACK LAKE FIRE

Albert J. Simard, Project Leader,
Donald A. Haines, Principal Meteorologist,

Richard W. Blank, Forestry Technician,
and John S. Frost, Meteorological Technician,

East Lansing, Michigan

On May 5, 1980, at 1030 EDT, 1 a prescribed fire years including Mack Lake). In 1946, six fires burned
was ignited in jack pine slash near Mio, Michigan 14,300 acres in 1 day under similar weather condi-
(fig. 1). The purpose of the burn was to remove log- tions. Given that fires will continue to occur, and
ging debris up to I inch in diameter in preparation that critical weater conditions will occasionally pre-
for replanting jack pine. The ultimate objective was vail, there is every reason to expect that some future
to create habitat favored by the endangered Kirt- jack pine fires will escape initial attack. Thus, a case
land's warbler. At 1206, the fire spotted into standing study documentation of the Mack Lake Fire is im-

jack pine timber adjacent to the prescribed burn area. portant not only as a historical account of events but
At 1215, the fire spotted across Michigan Highway also as a valuable guide for future fire suppression
33 and became a wildfire. In the first 3-1/2 hours, planning.

during which the fire advanced 7-1/2miles, no amount
of fire line or road width held or slowed the fire. After Trying to understand the behavior of all large fires
the fire had advanced 4 miles, the passage of a dry with individual case studies is like trying to under-
cold front turned the southeast flank into a head fire. stand a movie by examining individual frames cho-

In the first 6 hours, the fire took one life, destroyed sen at random. Each fire is only a single observation
44 homes and buildings, and burned 20,000 acres of of a complex process, and many observations are

forest land. Aided by a change in fuels and amelio- _ ............ o+ooo.L
rating burning conditions, suppression crews con-
tained the fire by constructing 35 miles of fire line ................

just 30 hours after it started, at a final size of 24,000
acres. In consuming 270,000 tons of fuel, the fire ' k o,.m, s.....

released 3 trillion Btu's of energy--as much as 90 _ _ ......thunderstorms, or nine times the energy released by --_HOoughtonLake

the Hiroshima atomic bomb .......... +\

Although the Mack Lake Fire is the largest fire
recorded on the Huron National Forest since record

keeping began in 1911, it is not comparable to the _x_historically "great" firest in the Lake States. Be-
tween 1871 and 1918, fires in Michigan, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota burned 1 million or more acres in

each of six different years and resulted in 2,500 deaths
+. (Plummer 1912, Guthrie 1936). Simard and Blank

(1982) found that within the area burned by the Mack MICHIGAN
Lake Fire, there have probably been five other fires

+ in excess of 10,000 acres since 1820 (one every 28

IAll times in this paper are Eastern Daylight Sav- Figure 1.--Location of the Mack Lake Fire. Cross-

ings time, unless otherwise noted, hatched area (insert) was burned by the fire.
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needed before patterns begin to emerge. Despite the measurements from burned and adjacent unburned
complexity, however, careful examination of even a areas. Seed fall and seedling counts were taken to
single fire can yield insights into the underlying estimate regeneration success. A rain gauge network
physical processes that control large fire behavior, was installed to monitor postburn precipitation. Fi-

nally, we examined unburned tree crown strips in
METHODS detail to determine possible underlying causes.

The authors were assigned to the Mack Lake Fire THE ENVIRONMENT
as a fire behavior analysis team. Because all signif_

icant fire activity had stopped 20 hours before we Weather
arrived at the fire site (1400 on May 6), the inves-
tigation was limited to reconstructing past events. Fire Climate

Some important observations could not be obtained As a result of the Great Lakes' influence, Lower
(e.g., a light rain precluded meaningful fuel moisture
measurement). Michigan has a semimarine climate. The lake influ-

ence is lessened at Mio, which is sheltered from Lake
Between May 6 and 9, we observed the burned Michigan by a higher plateau to the west. Mio has

area by aircraft and vehicle. The prescribed fire, es- a I°F higher average maximum temperature, a 2°F
cape, and fatality areas were observed in detail. Gen- cooler average minimum temperature, and an av-
eral fuel conditions were assessed and fuel weights erage of 6 inches less annual precipitation than sta-
sampled to estimate consumption. We took numerous tions 30 to 40 miles to the northwest. The highest
still photographs and examined video tapes and po- temperature in Michigan (112°F) was recorded at
laroid photographs of the fire along with aerial pho- Mio on July 13, 1936 (Michigan Weather Service
tos of the burned area. We interviewed members of 1974).
the burning (and initial attack) crew, the meteorol-
ogist-in-charge of the nearby Houghton Lake Na- Although the average 26.5 inches of precipitation

is well distributed throughout the year, twice as muchtional Weather Service office, and senior fire man-
agement specialists having extensive experience with falls in the summer (3 inches per month) as in the

winter (1.4 inches per month), with spring and falljack pine crown fires. We examined relevant docu-
in between (2.25 inches per month). Average monthlyments: witness statements (obtained by ourselves
relative humidity at 1300 is lowest in May (50 per-and the accident investigation team), local weather

records, the Mio Ranger District log, the prescribed cent) and average monthly windspeed peaks at 8.6
mi/h in April. Evaporation during the growing sea-

burning plan, and documentation of the fire itself.
son exceeds precipitation by 45 percent. Although

Although efforts were made to verify all indirect periodic mild droughts occur, extreme severity on the
information, portions of this report are based on Palmer scale is experienced only 3percent of the time
hearsay evidence. Further, at the time the fire made (Michigan Weather Service 1974).
its major run, personnel were concerned with fire
control and not documenting observations. Addi- The most severe fire weather in Michigan nor-
tionally, the major run occurred while the control mally occurs when the Lake States are on the north-
organization was reorganizing from initial attack to west or back edge of a Hudson Bay, northwest Ca-
project fire status (USDA Forest Service 1980). nadian, or Pacific high pressure area (Schroeder and
Therefore, few experienced persons observed the fire. Buck 1970). Generally, air masses and associated
Despite these limitations, the authors feel that the frontal systems move through the region in a south-
following description is a reasonably accurate chron- easterly direction every 3 to 5 days. When a high
icle of the events that occurred and conditions that pressure system persists longer than normal, how-
preceded the Mack Lake Fire. ever, fuels have more time to dry out. The approach

of a cold front aggravates the situation by increasing
During the months that followed the fire, we an- the flow of dry, warm air from the southwest. Con-

alyzed additional data. Growth rings from 14 large sequently, peak fire danger is expected when the Lake
red pine trees killed by the fire were counted to de- States have been under extended high pressure in-
termine the area's fire history (Simard and Blank fluence just before the passage of a cold front, as
1982). Antecedent meteorological conditions were happened, for example, prior to the Peshtigo and
summarized from district fire weather records and Great Chicago fires of 1871 (Haines and Kuehnast
climatological data obtained from the Michigan State 1970). Precipitation associated with frontal passage
Climatologist. We obtained additional fuel loading normally ends the period of high fire danger.



The Fire Season Table 1.m1300 fire weather observations and Na-
tional Fire-Danger Rating System (NFDRS)

Total precipitation for 1979 recorded at Mio was Burning Index values for Mio, Michigan, for April
27.6 inches--l.2 inches (4 percent) above normal, and May 1980
Precipitation was well distributed throughout the NFDRS
year, with only 2 months (February and September) Relative Burning
receiving less than 1.5 inches. Total precipitation Date Temp. humidityPrecip.Windspeedindex
from January through April was 5.4 inches--1 inch MOde/
(16 percent) below normal. The Palmer Drought In- °fi gercem inches m//h O
dex at the time of the fire was -1.17, indicating a April 1 57 43 7 62
slight, but insignificant, soil moisture deficit. We may, 2 58 21 10 70
therefore, conclude that drought was not an impor- 3 43 33 16 54
rant factor in the Mack Lake Fire. 4 52 82 0.43 13 0

5 55 58 15 44
Winter snowfall was 45.5 inchesul5.9 inches (26 6 51 71 10 47

percent) below normal. The shortfall was not uni- 7 55 60 .01 4 37
formly distributed throughout the winter. Between 8 53 88 .33 4 0
October" and February, the snowfall was only 49 per- 9 48 80 .52 6 0
cent of normal. Because (1) the maximum snow depth 10 38 83 .31 7 0

was only 11 inches, (2) there were only 14 days with 11 42 62 .02 4 10
7 or more inches of snow on the ground, and (3) the 12 37 91 .31 4 0
maximum single snowfall was only 4 inches, there 13 37 66 7 31
was minimal fuel bed compaction. Field personnel 14 34 81 9 0
reported that dead grasses and herbaceous material 15 38 91 .53 6 0
were standing at the time of the fire rather than 16 37 33 .03 10 5217 48 73 8 40
lying flat, as is usually the case. 18 63 30 8 58

Daily 1300 weather observations and fire-danger 19 69 33 15 80
ratings for April and the first few days of May at 20 65 21 .19 5 4621 69 19 4 49
Mio are listed in table 1. Based on the National Fire- 22 78 34 5 54
Danger Rating System (NFDRS) Burning Index (BI) 23 49 32 15 90
(Deeming et al. 1977), fire danger during the season 24 40 68 .03 17 73
was either high to extreme (19 days, 53 percent) or 25 57 37 7 58
low (15 days, 42 percent), with little in between (2 26 48 86 .01 7 0
days, 5 percent) (fig. 2). On six occasions, the index 27 49 87 .01 9 0
jumped from low to high (or vice versa) in a single 28 47 93 10 0
day. The BI indicates three fire danger peaks in the 29 50 93 .51 4 0
very high range and one in extreme, with the May 30 56 82 0 0
5 peak the third highest during the season. May 1 65 57 2 102 75 28 2 32

Synoptic Pattern 3 78 22 7 53
4 80 19 10 63

The Hudson Bay high pressure area that was to 5 80 24 18 79
influence Michigan on May 5 first formed over south- 6 57 52 .03 2 2
ern Alberta on April 22. On April 29, a cold front on northern Alberta southward to Los Angeles. It is

the southeast edge of the high pressure area passed significant to note that the synoptic pattern over
over Michigan, dropping 1/_zinch of rain at Mio. east-central Alberta on May 2 was the same pattern

that would move to Michigan on May 5. On May 2,
By May 1, Michigan was under the influence of a forest fire in east-central Alberta burned 20,000

the high, which was centered over northern Min- acres in the first 5 hours after ignition (Alexander
nesota. The cold front that was to pass over the Mack

et al. 1983).
Lake Fire appeared off the British Columbia coast.

By May 2, the high over Minnesota joined with a On May 3, the center of the continent was still
second high to the west, placing most of central North under the influence of the high. The low moved east-
America under its influence. Dry air dropped the ward to northern Saskatchewan and the cold front

1300 relative humidity at Mio to 28 percent and trailed southwestward to Nevada. On May 4, a flat
increased the temperature to 75°F. The cold front upper-air pattern persisted over much of the western
extended from a low pressure area centered over and north central United States (fig. 3), allowing the
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The Day of the Fire
,ool

EXTREME

Hourly relative humidity and temperature read-

8o _,%* ings were obtained from a hygrothermograph 2 lo-

-- _ cated at Mio (table 2). Hourly windspeed and _vind
8o _ direction for Houghton Lake (35 miles away) on May

..... _ 5 are also given in table 2_ By 1000, the temperature

4o i had reached 75°F and relative humidity had dropped

_ below 30 percent, where they remained for the next

2o M....... 5hours.The maximum temperature(83°F)was 17°F

higherthan the average maximum forMay at Mio

l _ _ (Michigan Weather Service 1974). Minimum relative
LOW

s lo 15 2o 25 3o 5

........ humidity (21 percent) was well below the May av-
.... erage (51 percent) for Houghton Lake. Climatolog-

Figure 2.--National Fire-Danger Rating System ical data indicate that in the Lake States, relative

Burning Index (fuel model Q) for Mio, Michigan, humidity is lower than 25 percent on f_wer than 3
April and early May 1980. percent of all days.

Central States to remain under the influence of the Between 1000 and 1900, the front moved at an

weak surface high. It also allowed the slow eastward average of 23 mi/h (Falkowski 1981). Until 1400,
movement of the cold front, now over the Dakotas. winds were southwesterly, varying from 5 to 12 mi/
The 1300 relative humidity over Mio dropped to its h. By 1400, the leading edge of the front passed (fig..
lowest point (19 percent), temperature rose to 80°F 6) and windspeed increased to 15 to 18 mi/h with
(14 ° above the average high for May), and winds gusts of 25 to 30 mi/h. Although the wind direction
increased to 10 mi/h. shifted 40 ° to west-northwest, there was no appre-

ciable change in either temperature or humidity. By
On the morning of the fire, the 500-millibar chart 1700, the wind shifted another 40 ° to north-north-

indicated a high pressure ridge lying over the north- west, accompanied by a slight temperature decrease
ern Rockies (fig. 4). A closed low covered eastern and humidity increase. The peak gust for the day
Canada with split centers over Newfoundland and (30 mi/h from the northwest) occurred at 1728 EDT.
Hudson Bay. This produced tightened gradients over After the front passed, the temperature and wind

the northeastern United States with a northwest flow gradually decreased and humidity increased. A1-
over the Great Lakes region. The upper air steering though the fire continued to burn during the night,
caused the surface low pressure area to move south- its forward rate of spread gradually decreased to nil

eastward to southern Ontario. Ahead of the weak by morning.
cold front, relative humidity was low (24 percent)

and temperature was unseasonably high (80°F). Schroeder and Buck (1970) state that "Atmos-
Windspeed at Mio increased significantly to 15 mi/ pheric stability may either encourage or suppress
h, gusting to 25-plus as the front approached. It was vertical air motion." The strength of the convective
during this time that the Mack Lake Fire made its activity above a fire will affect the indraft at the
major run. Although the temperature decreased and surface and consequent fire intensity. The indraft
the humidity increased as the front passed, there was may also reduce the rate of spread of a fire with a
no precipitation. Thus, as the wind direction shifted, well-developed convection column. Brotak (1976)
the fire continued to burn vigorously and what had measured the atmospheric stability associated with
been the southeastern flank became a wide front. 62 major wildfires in the eastern United States. He

employed a simple indicator of stability by calculat-
By May 6, the 500-millibar chart showed that the ing the temperature difference between the 950- and

Hudson Bay low-pressure center was north of Lake 850-millibar pressure levels. Most of the fires studied
Superior (fig. 5). A shallow trough originating from (92 percent) occurred when the lapse rate between
it lay over Lower Michigan, producing cloudy skies these levels was steeper than the dry adiabatic lapse
and occasional light showers (0.03 inches). A weak rate (5.5°F per 1,000 feet). He concluded that a tem,

pressure gradient behind the cold front (now over perature difference of at least 11°F between the 950-
southern Ohio) resulted in light afternoon winds (2 and 850-millibar levels appears to be associated with
mi/h) which, along with increased humidity (52 per- major fires.

cent), moderated burning conditions, allowing the 2Hygrothermograph readings normally differ
fire to be easily controlled, slightly from psychrometer readings used to measure

weather inputs to the NFDRS (table 1).
4



_'! 500-MILLIBAR HEIGHT CONTOURS %':

IAT 700 A,M.. E.S,T,

Figure3.--Surfaceweathermap and 500-millibarchartforMay 4,1980(fromU.S.D_par_ment
of Commerce 1980).
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Figure 4._Surface weather map and 500-miUibar chart for May 5,1980 (from U.S. Department
of Commerce 1980).
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Figure 5.--Surface weather map and 500-millibar chart for May 6, 1980 (from U.S. Department
of Commerce 1980).
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Table 2.--Hourly weather data for Mio and Hough- _ /,,7_

t°nLake'lMichigan'May5'1980Ejeme,t '_"I_i___-_t --- _ _._... _](_A

Percent °F ......... milD...... Degrees
0800 -- 57 5 3_ 230 __-=, I L_. "

1000 28 75 7 270 _°_ _- -C._ f I
1100 23 80 12 -- 230 I j _ ',

1200 21 82 8 -- 250 I : '...."""

1300 22 83 10 250 ' """ I o,,. / _---_"! ];f-_"_---
1400 22 82 15 25 290 j ,, -1500 26 81 18 28 280 , |
1600 37 77 15 25 290 j I ,, -, ..
1700 46 71 17 30 330 Figure 6.--Location of the leading edge of the cold
1800 55 65 17 28 330 front during the afternoon of May 5, 1980.
1900 56 60 16 24 330
2000 50 57 13 23 320 hypothesize that low-level jets aggravate an already
2100 51 53 12 23 330 bad situation resulting from the close proximity of
2200 54 52 10 330 a dry cold front.
2300 56 50 10 -- 330
2400 60 48 8 -- 330 Upper level wind information was available from

'RelativehumidityandtemperaturedataarefromMioandwinddata Sault Ste. Marie and Flint, Michigan and GreenBay,
arefromHoughtonLake--afirst-orderNationalWeatherServicesta-Wisconsin. The profiles at 0800 on May 5 show a
tionlocated35milessouthwestofthefire. marked increase in windspeed from the surface to2Hygrothermographreadingswhichdifferslightlyfromstandard
1300psychr0meterdata(table1). 2,000 feet at Green Bay and Flint, two stations ahead

3Nodataavailable, of the cold front (fig. 8). They also show maximum
The May 5 morning and evening upper air tem- speeds averaging 32 mi/h at 2,000 to 3,000 feet, a

perature profiles for Flint, Michigan 3are similar ex- decrease to an average of 26 mi/h at 4,000 feet, and
cept for a strong morning surface inversion. There- little change above 4,000 feet. This is a classic low-
fore, only the evening observation is presented (fig. level jet profile. The wind profile behind the front
7). The sounding shows a conditionally unstable lapse
rate from the surface upward, except for a shallow _ \
layer (568 to 588 millibars) that approaches isoth- _ ' _ \ermal. The air temperature difference between the =o _
950- and 850-millibar levels exceeded 14°Fm3°F above " "- kk.

the threshold noted by Brotak (1976). Dewpoint val- la "____

\\

16 '_

ues were low, indicating relatively small amounts of
moisture throughout the lower atmosphere. The pro- _ 1,
file suggests that only small amounts of energy were _ /_. _

necessary to overcome existing static stability. Con- _ 12 _ ,,_

sequently, atmospheric conditions favored convec-,=° 10 "', ",\--"'""'T'"' ,. ',

tive activity, given the initial energy produced by _ \ _,_x
the fire. £ _ oEwpo,.'r_ '_\

Brotak (1976) also found that low-level jet streams _

were associated with one out of three major wildfires
in the eastern United States. The primary mecha- _o
nism is thought to be downward transport of mo-

mentum by turbulent mixing which increases sur- o , 1_
face windspeed and gustiness. It is reasonable to ._. ._. .=_. .1'o. 0.% 1;,. ='o. 3"0.

, ,' , , , , , , ,'

-40 ° °30 ° -20 ° -10 ° 0°(F)10" 20 ° 30 ° 40" _)" 6;)° 70" 80 °

3The closest station to the fire (120 miles away)
that reflects air mass conditions over Mio at the time Figure 7._ Upper air temperature profiles at Flint,
the fire broke out. Michigan, at 2000 EDT on May 5, 1980.



---sau_ ste.war_e Tab]e 3.--Area burned and fuel consumed on the
.... Green Say WNW Mack Lake fire by timber type14

FHn_ WNW_

' WNW, Percent
" _ Timbertype Areaburned oftota_ Fuelconsumption

12 WNW_ WNW WNW_ Acres Tons�acre
Jackpine 10,117 42 9.11
Redpine 3,707 16 10.61

. 0ak/pine 1,985 8 12.52lo WNW;,WNW WNW[
. t 0ak/hardwood 2,864 12 14.6

WNW; WNW WNW/ Aspen 3,250 14 14.5" Miscellaneous 320 1 11.23
o WNWiWNW_WNWJ Private 1,591 7 11.23z 8

< t l
o WNW_WNWNWJ Total 23,834 100 11.23
= / 'Datafromtables4aand5a,adjusteddownwardfor80percentfo-o

6 WNWiWNW, liageconsumption.:2: Io ,, 2Basedoninventorydataindicating50percentoak,45percentred
'_'NW,- pine,and5percentjackpine.

WNW:. /_' NW 3Weightedaverageofmeasuredfueltypes.
./

4 WNW/_.WNW acre in open stands to patches of reproduction at
/ ' densities in excess of 5,000 stems/acre. Pole timber

WNW_'/ NW't ,WNW/ densities generally ranged from 400 to1,200 stems/
/

2 NWZ WNW acre. Tree heights varied from 20 to 30 f_et (4- to 6-
/ -" inch d.b.h.) to 40 to 60 feet (8- to 10-inch d.b.h.).

WNW

Scattered throughout the jack pine area were red
A I

o swlo 20 30 40 so pine (Pinus resinosa) plantations (3,700 acres) and
WINDSPEED(MPH) pine/oak mixtures (2,000 acres). The latter included

Figure 8.-- Vertical windspeed profiles at Sault Ste.
Marie, Michigan; Green Bay, Wisconsin; and Flint,
Michigan, at 0800 EDT on May 5, 1980.

(Sault Ste. Marie) shows generally increasing wind,
speed with increasing height. This is characteristic
of a well-mixed atmosphere which, when coupled with
surface cooling after sunset, reduces turbulent mix-
ing and resultant surface winds.

Fuels
General Description

Forty-two percent (10,100 acres) of the total area
burned by the Mack Lake Fire had a jack pine (Pinus
banksiana) overstory (table 3, fig. 9) growing on
Grayling sand, which dries rapidly after rain. Part
of the area had burned in 1946 and some portions
had seeded naturally, while some areas had been
planted. The overstory contained mixtures of open
areas, reproduction-, sapling-, and pole-sized stands.
Much of the latter originated following 1910 to 1913
fires. Part of the area had been prescribed burned in
1964 with subsequent regeneration 5 to 10 feet tall
at the time of the Mack Lake Fire. Sixty-two percent
of the jack pine was in the pole-size class and 38
percent was in the seedling and sapling class. Over-
all stand densities ranged from less than 100 stems/ Figure 9.--Typical jack pine stand.
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northern pin oak (Quercus etZipsoidalis), black oak
(Quercus velutina), and northern red oak (Quercus
rubra). Understory vegetation consisted of sedge
(Carex spp.), herbs (bracken fern---Pteridium aq_ziZ-
inum--fig, t0 Crop), trailing arbutus--Epigaea re-
pens), low shrubs (blueberry--Vaceinium..spp., sweet-
fern--Comptonia peregrina--fig. 10 (bottom)), and
moss and lichens (Dicranum spp., Cladonia spp.). By
May 5, the sedges had begun to sprout, the trailing
arbutus was in bloom, and the jack pine buds were
swelling, but :most fuels remained cured.

Along the eastern and southeastern boundaries
and in occasional stands throughout the fire area,
the fire burned through approximately 6,100 acres
of predominantly hardwood stands growing on better
soils (e.g., Rubicon). Principal species were northern
red, black, and northern pin oak, quaking aspen (Po-
pulus tremuloides), paper birch (Betula papyrifera),
red maple (Acer rubrum), sugar maple (Aeer sac-
charum), and scattered red pine and white pine (Pi-
nus strobus). Hardwood stands ranged from sapling
to mature with generally full stocking. Although the
aspen had begun to leaf out and the maple buds were
swelling, the hardwood canopy was essentially un-
developed. Throughout the fire area an additional
300 acres of miscellaneous fuels were burned as well

as 1,600 acres of unclassified private land.

Fuel Loading

We measured five paired fuel loading plots in
burned and unburned areas in pole-sized jack pine
stands (fig. 11). Although plots along the edge of the
fire may not fully represent fuels and fuel consump-
tion farther inside the burned area, they provide a
rough estimate of what took place in the fire. Average
loading in the unburned plots for litter, duff, and
small twigs was 16 tons/acre and average fuel bed
depth was 1.6 inches. These measurements do not
differ significantly from those of Walker and Stocks Figure lO.--Typical bracken fern fuels (top) and typ-
(1975) under immature jack pine stands in Ontario ical low shrub fuels (blueberry, sweet-fern) (bottom).
(loading = 19 tons/acre, depth = 1.8 inches). The On the average, 19 tons of jack pine fuel per acre
combined litter and duff bulk density for the Mack

were present before the fire (excluding branchwood),Lake area (5.4 lbs/ft 3) was similar to the 5.7 lbs/ft 3 and 9.5 tons/acre remained after the fire for a net
measured by Walker and Stocks (1975) and Brown consumption of 9.5 tons/acre including crown foliage
(1966). (table 4a). Estimating that an average of 20 percent

Prefire foliage weights were estimated using of the foliage was not consumed, the average fuel
Brown's (1965) equation based on data from the Hu- consumption in jack pine was 9.1 tons/acre. Com-
ron-Manistee National Forest. Inputs were: 5-inch plete fuel consumption was limited to the smallest
d.b.h., 800 stems/acre, and 21 percent of total living size classes (litter, small twigs, and foliage). Even
crown in foliage. These values yield an estimated here, however, there were striking exceptions, such
foliage weight of 2.2 tons/acre. Using an average 25- as an area of reproduction that the fire burned with-
foot tree height and an average 5-foot height to base out consuming the foliage. In contrast, only about
of live crown, the average bulk density of the foliage one-third of the duff and larger woody material was
was approximately 0.005 lbs/ft 3. consumed by the fire.

10



Table 4b.--Range of fuel loadings and consumption
for jack pine stands (4- to 6-inch d.b.h., 400 to
1200 trees�acre)

Before After Consumed

............... Tons/acre...............
Shrubs,
herbaceous 0.0- 2.4 0.0- 0.2 0.0- 2.1
Litter .2- 5.3 .0 .2- 5.3
Duff 4.2-18.0 1.4-11.7 .8- 7.8
Wood1 4.4- 5.0 41.6- 5.3 .0- 2.8
Foliage2 1.0- 3.8 .0- 3.8 .0- 3.8

Measuredrange3 11.0-27.2 4.5-16.6 .0-19.1
1Averageforallspecies(12samples).
2BasedonBrown's(t965)equation(notincludingbranchwood).
3Rangeof individualplots--nottherangecolumns.
4Thehighestwoodyfuelloadingwasmeasuredonaburnedplot.

Fuel loadings for pole-sized jack pine ranged from
11 to 27 tons/acre before the fire and 4 to 17 tons/
acre afterward (table 4b). The total range ofjack pine
fuel loading varied from 3.5 tons/acre in an open area
to more than 50 tons/acre in a fully stocked pole
timber stand with precommercial thinning residue
underneath. In the latter case, neither the foliage
nor the larger surface fhels were consumed (fig. 12).

The prescribed fire area had been whole-tree logged
with the slash returned to the cutting area and scat-
tered. The difficulty of achieving a uniform slash
distribution resulted in numerous piles of slash
throughout the area. Using Brown's (1965) equation
for predicting logging residue from stand character-
istics, we estimate that 20 tons/acre were left after

Figure 11.--Typical jack pine surface litter before the
fire (top) and after the fire (bottom).

Table 4a.--Average fuel loading and consumption for
jack pine stands (5-inch d.b.h., 800 trees 109
ft2/acre basal area)

Before After Consumed

......... Tons .........
Shrubs, herbaceous 0.6 0.1 0.5
Litter 1.9 .0 1.9
Duff 9.7 6.1 3.6
Wood1 4.6 3.3 1.3
Foliage2 2.2 .0 2.2

Total 19.0 9.5 9.5

1Averageforallspecies(12samples). Figure 12.--Mature jack pine stand with uncon-
2BasedonBrown's(1965)equation(notincludingbranchwood), sumed precommercial thinning residue underneath.

11
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cutting in the prescribed burn area. From table 4a, Fuel loading in a typical sedge area was 3.5 tons/
an additional 12 tons/acre of litter, duff, and her-- acre, of which 2.6 tons/acre were consumed (table
baceous material were present, of which 6 tons/acre 5d). This was the lowest fuel loading found on the
were consumed. Therefbre, the total prefire loading fire site. There is no estimate available of how much

on the prescribed burn site was 32 tons/acre and total of the total area burned was in this fuel type.
consumption was 26 tons/acre.

Fuel consumption by timber type is summarized
Total prefire loading for red pine (21 tons/acre) in table 3. A weighted average of 11..2 tons/acre of

was similar to that for jack pine (table 5a). There fuel was consumed. Multiplying by the total area
was more litter, less duff, and more estimated foliage burned yields an estimated 267,000 tons of fuel con.-
in the red pine stand. Combined bulk density for red sumed by the Mack Lake Fire.
pine litter and duff (2.8 Ibs/fta), however, was half'

that for jack pine. Based on three paired plots, total Fuel Moisture
consumption for red pine was 12 tons/acre. Adjusting

downward for 80 percent foliage consumption yields Surface fuels.--Fuel moisture data were net
an average consumption of 10.6 tons/acre inred pine. available for the day of the fire. Two fuel moisture

stick observations at 1300 EDT were available from
Prefire surface fuel loadings for aspen (22.5 tons/

acre) and oak (40 tons/acre) were greater than that Mio--USDA Forest Service (I! percent) and Mich-
for the pines (tables 5b, 5c). The major difference igan Department of Natural Resources (8 percent).

Using Simard's (1968)equation and the 1400 obser-was in the litter and duff layers. Aspen stands con-
rations at Mio (table 2), equilibrium moisture con-tained 60 percent more material (by weight) than
tent was determined to be 5 percent. The Nationalthe pine stands, and oak stands were three times

heavier. Average depth of litter and duff in the aspen Fire-Danger Rating System 1-hour time lag fuel
stands was 1.9 inches, yielding a bulk density of 5.1 moisture prediction was 6 percent, and the CanadianFire Weather Index fine fuel moisture code estimate
lbs/ft 3. Litter and duff under the oak stand averaged

was 7 percent. It is reasonable to assume, therefore,2.6 inches deep, yielding a bulk density of 7.4 tbs/
that the primary cured fuels involved in the fire had

fta. Based on six paired plots, fuel consumption in
moisture contents between 5 and 10 percent.the aspen and oak stands averaged 14.5 tons/acre.

Table 5a.--Averagefuel loading and consumption for Fuel moisture samples were taken on May 6, 2
red pine stands (&O-inch d.b.h., 143 ftVacre basal hours after a trace of rain had fallen. Lichen and
area)

Table 5c._Average fuel loading and consumption for
Before After Consumed black oak stands (7.5-inch d.b.h., 95 fl2/acre basal
-........ Tons/acre......... area)

Shrubs, herbaceous 0.2 0.0 0.2
Litter 5.3 2.7 2.6 Before After Consumed
Duff 4.7 3.0 1.7 ......... Tons .........
Wood_ 4.6 3 3 1.3 Shrubs, herbaceous 0 2 0.0 0 2] ' . .
Foliage2 6.0 .0 6.0 Litter 8.9 3.5 5.4

Total 20.8 9 0 11.8 Duff 26.6 18.9 7.7' Wood_ 4 6 3.3 1 3
'Averageforallspecies(12samples).
2BasedonBrown's(1965)equation(notincludingbranchwood). Total 40.3 25.7 14.6

Table 5b.--Average fuel loading and consumption for _Averageforallspecies(12samples).

quaking aspen (7.3-inch d.b.h., 80 ft2/acre basal Table 5d._Average fuelloading andconsumption for
area) sedge areas

Before After Consumed
......... Tons�acre......... Before After Consumed

Shrubs, herbaceous 0.3 0.0 0.3 ......... Tons .........
Litter 3.9 1.0 2.9 Shrubs, herbaceous 0.5 0.2 0.3
Duff 13.7 3.7 10.0 Litter .1 .0 .1
Wood_ 4.6 3.3 1.3 Duff 2.3 .7 1.6

Wood .6 .0 .6
Total 22.5 8.0 14.5

Total 3.5 .9 2.6
_Averageforallspecies(12samples).
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bracken fbrn had moisture contents of 20 and 19 Van Wagner (1974a)states that the difference be-

percent, respectively. Clearly they would have been tween spring and summer fbliar moisture can double
lower on May 5o Blueberry stems had a 67-percent the rate of crown fire spread. Grieve and Such (1977)
moisture content. Although this is lower than re- indicate that jack pine crown fires are likely at mois-

ported minimum values (105 percent) during the ture contents below 135 percent. They note, however,
g_'owing season in Michigan (Loomis and Blank 1981), that high jack pine fbliar moisture coincides with
our sample included only woody stems, whereas pro- green surface vegetation, and low foliar moisture
vious data included fbliage as well as stems, coincides with cured surface vegetation. They con-

clude that several factors are involved in crown fire

Foliage rnoisture.--Van Wagner (1967) found a occurrence, and it is not possible to determine the
spring dip in jack pine foliar moisture starting 4 to specific role of each.
6-weeks prior to flushing (fig. 13). Average jack pine
twig and foliage moisture content measured 2 to 5
days after the Mack Lake Fire was 120 percent, with Topography
a range of 100 to 135 percent (10 samples). Although
this is higher than the minimum noted by Van Wag- The Mack Lake Fire burned on the eastern edge
nor (100 percent), it is lower than the average mois- of the Lower Michigan highlands, which are about
ture content throughout the rest of the year. 75 miles across. Average elevation is 1,250 feet (570

feet above Lake Michigan) and maximum elevations

Stashko and McQueen (1974) state that t or 2 days range from4,500 to 1,700 feet. The fire burned on a
of high wind and low relative humidity can reduce plateau approximately 14 miles wide, extending 12
foliar moisture content by as much as 20 percenL miles beyond the eastern edge of the highlands. The
Data from Grieve and Such (1977) indicate short- top of the plateau is a very shallow basin approxi-

term jack pine foliar moisture content variations on mately 5 miles across, draining into Mack Lake. In
the order of 10 to 40 percent, which they attribute a north-south cross section, the valley rises from 1,170
to sampling error. It is possible, however, that on feet at Mack Lake to an average of 1,300 feet (max-
porous soils such as Grayling sand, foliar moisture imum 1,470 feet) along the edges of the plateau.
stress can be induced on dry, windy days. Therefore, Going from west to east, the basin is nearly flat,

it is possible that on the day of the fire, foliar mois- rising from 1,150 feet along Big Creek to 1,250 feet.
ture could have been 10 to 15 percent lower than our
measurements indicate. The fire made its major run in a flat portion of a

basin where many areas have elevational differences

,0 _ of less than 10 feet in a mile. The edges of the basin
are rolling, with slopes of 20 to 30 percent and ele-

_° vational differences of 30 to 70 feet. These changes
_oo no doubt resulted in local topographic effects, such

as increased upslope rates of spread, greater fire in-
_" 240

z tensity on southern exposures, and increased tur-
_J _o bulence and spotting. They did not, however, signif-

icantly affect the overall behavior of the fire.
k- 200

_. ,,0 ' The basin has roads along a majority of sectiono
" lines and secondary roads within many sections,

_°°. breaking the area into square mile or smaller blocks.
140

_ As with topographic effects, roads probably influ-
L enced local fire behavior. They were ineffective, how-120

ever, in stopping or significantly slowing the fire (up-
.... o,dFo_,Q_ per-left photo, back cover). The initial escape resulted
_o- from spots that jumped more than 200 feet across a

two-lane highway (fig. 14). There are no significant
_° _' _'_-_ ......' ',_' ' ' ' ' ' ',_,' ' ight...................... .......... wetlands or marshes in the basin which m have

MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPT OCT impeded the fire's progress. We therefore conclude
DAYOFTHEYEAR that there were no topographic barriers to the spread

Figure 13.--Annual trend in jack pine foliar rnois- of the fire, once it became established.
ture at Petawawa, Ontario (from Van Wagner 1967).
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rate than had been experienced in the prescribed
burn area. The fire spread eastward toward Highway
33, 675 feet away, with scorch heights ranging from
1 to 6 feet. A tractor/plow attempted to contain the
spot between the prescribed burn and the highway
(fig. 19).

Between 1215 and 1230"

The fire spotted across Highway 33. This may have
resulted from the burning slash piles or from the
spot fire torching a small group of trees at the edge
of the highway. The first spot across the highway
had scorch heights of 2 to 4 feet and was contained
at three-fourths of an acre. A second spot (225 feet

from the fire, fig. 14), first noted at 15 feet in di-
ameter, was attacked by a tractor/plow within 4 min-
utes of detection. At this time, considerable smoke
was reported across Highway 33, hampering visi-
bility. The spot torched some trees within 25 feet of

Figure 14.--View from probable point of spotting to the point of origin and then dropped to the ground
point of ignition, east of Highway 33 (50 feet to left in a narrow strip of mature jack pine. The fire boss
of highway sign), recalled a sudden increase in windspeed at this time.

FIRE PHENOMENA The fire entered an extensive sapling-sized jack pinestand and crowned within 100 f_et of the point of

origin (fig. 20). Surface fuel at the point of crowning

Fire Chronology was primarily sedge combined with pine litter and
duff (table 5d).

An aerial photomosaic of the Mack Lake Fire (fig. Between 1232" and 1245"
15) indicates the approximate position of the fire
front at each time in the following chronology. The fire front was 1/2mile east of Highway 33, and

spotting at least 1/4mile ahead (fig. 21). The tractor/
Between 1022 and 1026" (May 5) 4 plow was now working the north flank. An armored

tanker started following and eventually passed the

The Crane Lake prescribed burn (fig. 16) was ig- tractor/plow. The tractor/plow operator was trapped
nited. No unusual fire activity was noted for the first shortly after being passed by the tanker. The tanker

45 minutes. The piled slash burned vigorously, with crew reported that they never saw the head of the
flame lengths of 10 to 15 feet, but flame lengths fire, despite traveling at 4 to 6 mi/h while spraying
between the piles were only 6 to 12 inches (fig. 17). water. Although the fire was on the ground close to
Although some spot fires crossed the control line, where the crew was working (flame heights of 1 to
they were easily contained and firing resumed. Dur- 2 feet), torching and crowning were visible 100 to
ing the next 45 minutes, three more spot fires oc- 200 feet inside the line (flame heights of 30 to 40
curred, one of which required a double plow line to feet). The fire was described by the crew as turbulent
contain, with '_heavy, roiling black smoke." The wind shifted

direction several times and the fire frequently fin-

At 1206" gered in a northerly direction. The fire was reported
to be "...very sensitive to wind. A slight change in

The prescribed fire spotted into standing jack pine wind direction and a hot flank immediately turned
timber adjacent to and upslope (26 percent) of' the into a crowning head." The changes were described
prescribed fire area (fig. 18). Being on the windward as instantaneous. In the words of the tanker oper-
edge of a hill (fig. 19), the stand was exposed to the ator, "I'm sure that the main head of the fire was
wind; this, coupled with heavier fhel loadings, in- heading east, but the flanks were acting like the
cluding bracken fern, resulted in a much faster spread head of many fires I've been on."

4District log book entries are noted by an asterisk. Wind data from Houghton Lake and patterns of
Other times are estimates made by observers, unburned tree crowns give no indications of short
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.... Figure I5i_Area burned by :the Mack Lake Fire, inc[i leading edge of the fire duri,

.... the afternoon of May 5_ i980. Photo courtesy Forest.
15



Figure 16.--Aerial view (looking north) of Crane Lake prescribed burning unit. Ignition began
at intersection of north-south fire line and east-west skid trail {right-center). Firing proceeded
northward {note unburned area east of fire lines and around island of standing timber. Escape
(west of Highway 33) was into standing timber just beyond island.

i!i!iiii:!

!ii_ !ii_i_i!i
!_ii_ii_iiiii!_
_ii_

i (ii_ i ii_ !

Figure 17.--Earlystageofprescribedfire, Note con--trast in fire intensity between piles and open areas.

Photo courtesy Huron_Manistee National Forest, Figure 18.--View of standing timber into which in-
Mio Ranger District. itial escape occurred (top of hill in background).
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duration shifts of the ambient wind, implying local en

fire-inducedturbulence.Subsequent examinationof gh
the area strongly indicated that a horizontal roll ek
vortex(seepage 24) fbrmed along the flankwhere A
the crew was working (fig_ 22). The crew was working Figure 20.-- View of escape area (east of Highway 5)

on the north side of an unburned crown strip_ The 33, i.n background). Fire crowned in sapling-sized _d,
crew's description of fire conditions (1- to 2-fbot flame timber in foreground. Note Sowline in foreground, as
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Figure 21,--TwOspotfiresaZongnorthflank, % rnile ahead of main fire front. (Second spot is
behind trees at l@.) Photo courtesy of Huron _Manistee National Forest, Mio Ranger District.
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Figure 22.. ........Aerial phot()grap/e of the fatality area. L = tractor plow line, (three sezbsequent
pb_,,_.?lie_e_,caee be seen irz the nort]_east quadrant o/" the photo). N = north. P = power line
as_f graueZ road. [e = approximate route direction,
and T ......final location of tractor unit. Photo cou Huron_Mo Pbrest.

hei_ht,_ and em:reme turbulence is consistent with However, all other possibilities we considered do not
_ _<,ru,r_s_downdrafl carrying firebrands and igniting appear to agree with the physical evidence as well
_ li;r_e {_ft_re alone which they were working _see as that postulated here, Therefore° although we have
fig_ 2f_)l'heirdescr_ption o30f_ m 40 foot flame heights described what, in our opinion, is the most likely
aza._{:r{_wnin_ 100 to 200 feet further, inside the burn- sequence of events, fhrt.her research on the forma-
m_ area _ consmt_mt with a vortex updraft. The tion of horizontal roll. vortices will be needed to con°

evid_c_ of a m_rthward mowng crown fire approx- firm or refute our hypotheses.
m:_ate/y I00 _i_el eas_ of"the point where the tractor
abrup{._> turned northward is consistent with a local At 13t0 _

= north w_:_d res:fitin_ f)om the downdraf_ portion of

a vort_::,xoT}_ere is a_so evidence of an eastward mov- The fire crossed County Road 489' {1:_2 miles east
_n_ crown fire (or__natmg f)om spots which crossed of the last reported position). It was approaching the

which had been evacuated.
indicate flame heights of twice

I. The fire boss
fluenc_._of the vortex and responded to ambient winds, re the

The vractor pbw and operator were trapped between village. He
the tw,, fires while the tanker {approximately 100 trees.

yards ahead_ was able ¢o turn northward and escape. These observatio_ ranging
from 40 to 60 feet _/. The fire

Becauss o_:her scenarios could be reasonably con- was s_ill spotting at least V4mite ahead {spot on edge
s_s_,en_ with the physical evidence, we cannot prove of lake--fron_ cover photo_.
t{_at our hypothesis is what. actually _ranspired.
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A_ ;_325" At 1600

"1 .The fire had passed through the village of"Mack The fire was %_mile east of"Forest Se.rvlce Road
Lake. Fortyofbur homes and cottages (about one out 4527 along County Road 604 (4 miles east of the 1325
of three) were destroyed (fig. 23). Although a study position). This sector of the fire had passed from jack
was not conducted, a general impression is that homes pine to hardwoods and was burning on,the ground..
with mowed lawns and some distance between them The northeast corner of the fire had become a flank.,

and the jack pine forest survived. Those in minimal and control actions were becoming effective along
clearings with natural vegetation and/or with fire- this portion of the perimeter. Most of the front, how.-
wood piled adjacent to the house did noL This is ever, was still actively crowning in jack pine.
consistent with findings after other large wildfires
(Fischer and Books 1977). At 1825"

By this time, the fire was */2mile east of Forest The fire was reported to be 4 to 5 miles northwest
Service Road 4146 (1_/_2miles east of' the 1310 posi-, of the community of South Branch. Since the final
tion). At about this time, a second report indicated perimeter was 5 miles northwest of South Branch,
that the fire had spread along County Road 604 from the fire -was perhaps 5:_ miles away at this time.
Forest Service Road 4458 to 4460 (2 miles) in 1.5 This is ;l 1/2miles f_'om the 1600 position. The wind
minutes° These observations indicate spread rates of had further shifted to north-northwest and the fire

6 to 8 mi/h the fastest reported spread rates during- was now spreading south-southeast. What had been
the fire's run. One observer remarked that it was the southern fank was now the fire front. Although

"notably warmer" when. the fire was still _ mile most of the fuel burned during this period wa_: jack
away. The flames were described as similar to movies pine, the crown fire appears to have weakened. A
of the sun, with isolated balls of flame in the air. random sample of an aerial photomosaic (fig. 15)
Another observer noted that. 'Tollowing the crown indicates that in the area burned during this period.

fire, unburned ground fuels ignited and burned in an average of 30 percent of the crown foliage was
all directions." This could imply that during the ma- not consumed. Since both wind and fuels remained

jor run, the crown fire ,was independent of the ground constant, we presume that this change largely re-
fire. This observation could also describe a crown fire flected increased relative humidity which, by 1800.

which gained momentum from. spot fires and raced had risen to 55 percent. During this period, video
ahead of the surface fire for some distance before _apes of the fire taken along Highway 33 (at the rear
dropping back to the ground. Surface fuels ignite and flank_ show backfire flame heights of 12 to 18
from material that drops from the burning overstory, inches in jack pine surface fuels. Flame heights ira
Such semHndep nden crown fire behavior was 2- to 2_/42-foot-deep fl'esh slash were 5 to 10 feet. how-

reported on the Gaston Fire in South Carolina. _ It ever. Thus, although the fire had slowed, it still pre°
is in the areas burned during this period that the sented eontrot problems, particularly where fuel
largest unbroken areas of crown fire are found, toadings were high. High crown scorch heights of

isolated red and jack pine trees in the hardwood areas
At 1530 attest to the fact that even though the fire burned

on the ground, it was still moderately intense.
The fire was at the junction of County Road 489

and Forest Service Road 4461 (3 miles east of the By 2400
1325 position). The wind had shifted _o west-north-
west and the fire was now spreading east-southeast The fire spread an additional _/42mite to the east
on a wide front. Although the fire was still spreading and south, primarily on the ground, through hard-
rapidly, the rate of advance had slowed slightly. The wood stands. Mechanized equipment could now work
three back cover" photographs were taken during this effectively on all sections of the perimeter.
interval.

By 0600 (May 6)

The fire had essentially stopped spreading.

5Wade, Dale. Research Forester. U.S. Department Suppression forces had constructed 15 miles of con-
of Agriculture, Forest Service, Southeastern Forest trol line.
Experiment Station, Macon, GA; personal
communication.
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Figure 23.--Four homes at Mack Lake--two destroyed and two saved. The two homes on the
left are shown on the front cover just be[bre the fire passed (top). The village of Mack .Lake
after the fire. About one structure in three was destroyed (bottom).

It is important to note that during the 4 days

By 1800 following passage of the same dry cold front that
affected the Mack Lake Fire, a forest fire in Alberta

The fire was contained at 23,830 acres, with 35 increased from 20,000 to 150,000 acres in size (Alex-
miles of control line. There was no significant in- ander et al. 1983). Therefore, it is reasonable to as-

crease in acreage burned during the day. Little dill sume that if the Mack Lake Fire had not run out of
ficulty was experienced in burning out from plowed jack pine, the total area burned would have been
control lines, significantly larger.
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Fire BehaVer Whe_ the specific endpoints of an interval are not
known (cog., between 1022 and 1026), the average

We calculated or estimated 12 parameters describe denotes the beginning or end of the fire behavior
interval (e.g., 1024). The two intervals 1325-1530-ing the behavior of the Mack Lake Fire_ They are
1800 were combined into one in table 6. Computa-divided into two categories: size (table 6a) and en-

ergy release (table 6b). The first group includes :rate tional techniques are described in Appendix I.

of spread, len_h of head, length of perimeter, rate Spread and Intensity
of perimeter growth, area, and rate of area growth.
The second group includes fireline intensity, frontal During its major run (1230 to 1600) the Mack
energy release rate, total energy release rate, total Lake Fire spread 7.5 miles at an average rate of 2.1
ener_ released, fuel consumption, and total _'hel mi/h. This rate is similar to those of other major fires.
consumed. Ftame length data for the fire were not The Sundance Fire in Idaho spread 15.5 miles in 9
available. Although a few flame heights were re- hours (1.7 mi/h, Anderson 1968), and the Air Force
ported or could be scaled from photographs, the in- Bomb Range Fire in North Carolina covered 12 miles
fbrmation was too sketchy to include in table 6. Each in 7.25 hours (1.7 mi/h, Wade and Ward 1973). Red
parameter was determined for eight intervals during Lake 31 in Ontario spread 10 miles in 5 hours (2 mi/
the fire's history to coincide with the fire chronology, h, S_ks 1975), the Badoura Fire in Minnesota spread

Table 6a.--Mack Lake Fire behavior (size)

Length Lengthof Rateofper- Rateof
Time Duration Rateofspread_ ofhead_ perimeterz irnetergrowth_ Area_ areagrowth_

h:min mi/h ft/sec mi mi mi/h acres acres�hour
1024-1206 1:42 _ -- _ 0.9 _ 20
1206-1222 0:16 0_45 0.66 0.06 1.3 1.5 23 11
t222-1238 0:16 t.9 2.8 .25 2.2 4.6 80 300
1238-1310 0:32 2.8 4.1 1.0 6.5 7.0 1,000 1,700
1310-t325 0:15 37.0 310_3 t.5 10,0 14.0 3,000 8,000
t325-1600 2:35 1.5 2.2 3.5 20.0 3.9 9,000 2,300
1600-1825 2:25 .6 .8 6.5 2,4.0 1.4 20,000 4,000
1825-2400 5:35 .09 .13 7.0 434.0 5.25 _23,000 550

'Averagefortheperiod.
2Attheendoftheperiod.
3Averageoftwoobservations.
_Basedonafinalperimeterof35miles.
5Basedonwhatthecalculatedperimeterwouldhavebeen(25.4miles).
_Basedonafinalsizeof23,830acres.

Table 6b. _Mack Lake .Fire ,behavior (energy release)

Fireline Frontalenergy Totalenergy Totalenergy Fuel Totalfuel
Time intensity releaserate releaserate released consumption consumed

Btu/ft/sec Btu/sec1 Btu/sec Btu Tons/sec Tons
1024-1206 -- -- 1.15x106 6.24xt0 _ 0.09 520
1206-1222 21,350 2.14x10 s 2.74x105 2.63x 108 .02 20
1222-1238 8,100 6.61 x 106 7.56 x 106 7.26 x 109 .63 600
1238-1310 11,800 3.92x107 6.10x107 1.18x10 _ 5.1 9,770
1310-1325 329,700 1.98 x 108 2.83 x 108 2.55 x 10_ 23.5 21,230
1325-1600 6,300 8.38x107 8.22x107 7.64x10 _ 6.8 63,700
1600-1825 2,300 6.09x107 1.62x108 1.40x10 _2 12.6 115,500

t 1825-2400 4530 1.89x 107 3.39x 107 6.82x 10_ 2.8 555,920
Total 3.3,2x 10_2 267,260

: _Basedonaverageheadlengthduringperiod:(final+ initial)/2._Foliagenotconsumed. .
3Averageoftwoobservations.
4Fireburnedinhardwoodsduringthisperiod.
_Basedonafinalsizeof23,830acres.
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7.5 miles in 4.75 hours (1.6 mi/h, Minnesota De- Observed fire behavior was compared with pre-

partment of Conservation 1959), and fire DND-4-80 dictions f_'om the Albini (1976) fire behavior models.
in Alberta spread 11 miles in 5 hours (22 mi/h, Alex- Model inputs were: effective windspeed, 15 mph; slope_
ander et af. 1983). Although 2 mi/h is an impressive 0 percent; dead fuel moisture, 7 percent; and live
sustained run, faster sustained rates, although rare, fuel moisture, 100 percent. During the initial escape

have occasionally been recorded: the Lesser Slave west of Highway 33 (11.206 to 1222) the fire burned
Lake Fire in Alberta (4 mi/h for 10 hours, Kifl and on the ground, under a closed jack pine canopy. This

Grigel 1969), the Mullen Fire in Nebraska (6 mi/h group of trees was about 3 acres in size and exposed
for 5 hours), _ the Big Scrub Fire in Florida (6 mi/h to the wind on three sides., Model 2 (open timber,
for' 3 hours, Anderson, in press). The peak rates of grass understory) yielded a 0.9.omi/h rate of spread,
spread for the Mack Lake Fire (6 to 8 rni/h) equal an 8-foot flame length, and a 500--Btu/ft/sec intensity.
the peaks for the Sundance Fire and the Badoura Model 10 (closed timber, litter, u.nderstory) yielded
Fire. Faster peak rates of spread could not be found a 0.2-mi/h rate of spread, a 6-fbot flame length, and
in the literature, a 300 Btu/f_/sec intensity. Because the stand might

best be described as partially open, the fact that the

The fast spread rate of the Mack Lake Fire re- observed rate of spread (0.45 mi/h) lies between the
sulted from three factors: relative humidity aver- two predictions seems reasonable.

aging 23 percent, windspeed averaging 15 mi/h and
gusting to 30 mi/h, and dense pole-sized jack pine. That the models underpredicted calculated i.nten-
Between 1600 and 1800, relative humidity rose from sity (1,350 Btu/ft/sec) is not as significant as it might

37 to 55 percent. At the same time, the fire moved appear. First, predictions are well beyond the limit
from jack pine into hardwoods. Both factors contrib- of manual control (100 Btu/ft/sec) and, in the case of
uted to the significant reduction in rate of spread model 2, approaching the limit where spotting would
during the evening hours (0.6 mi/h), be expected to present serious control problems for

mechanical equipment (600 Btu/f_/sec, Atbini 1.976).

During its major run, the Mack Lake Fire had an Second, we determined that 7.3 tons of surface fuel
average fireline intensity of 8,800 Btu/ft/sec. Given per acre were consumed, and we assumed that it was
the variability associated with estimating fire in.- all consumed by the fire front. Although this as-
tensity, this is similar to the averages for Red Lake sumption is reasonable for the Mack Lake Fire, some

31 (8,500 Btu/ft/sec), the Sundance Fire (7,300 Btu/ undeterminable portion of the material was no doubt
ft/sec), and the Bomb Range Fire (6,000 Btu/ft/sec). consumed after the flaming front passed. Thus, ac-

tual fireline intensity was somewhat less than in-
Note, however, that intensity at Mack Lake is av-
eraged over only 3.5 hours, compared with 5 to 9 dicated in table 6b. Finally, fuel model 2 incorporates
hours for the other fires. Although the Lesser Slave only 2.5 tons/acre of material likely to be consumed
Lake Fire had a reported average intensity of 25,000 by the fire front, and fuel model 10 includes 3.3 tons/
Btu/ft/sec, duff burn depths of up to 6 inches were acre. Clearly, doubling or tripling fuel loading sig-

also reported. Because a significant portion of this nificantly increases intensity.
material would have been consumed after the fire

front passed, the Slave Lake intensity is not corn- Once a fire crowns, the timber understory models
parable to that of the Mack Lake Fire. Peak fireline no longer apply. The closest approximation to a jack
intensity (average of two 15-minute observations) fbr pine crown fire is obtained with model 4 (chaparral,
the Mack Lake Fire was 29,700 Btu/ft/sec. This ap- 6 feet). This model predicted a spread rate of 1.6 mi/

proximates what some authorities consider an upper h, 24-foot flame lengths, and a fireline intensity of
intensity limit for a moving crown fire_30,000 Btu/ 6,000 Btu/ft/sec. Considering the apparent differ-
ft/sec (Byram 1959). The maximum l-hour average ences between jack pine and chaparral, this is a sur-
fireline intensity (1225 to 1325) for the Mack Lake prisingly good prediction of what happened. The
Fire was 15,500 Bt_f$/sec. This is less than the max- higher loading of I- and 10-hour and live fuels in
imum l-hour average for the Sundance Fire (22,500 the chaparral model (14 tons/acre) relative to jack
Btu/f_/sec) and the Bomb Range Fire (18,100 Btu/ft/ pine is offset by a tenfold increase in foliage bulk

density (0.04 lbs/ft 3, Albini 1976). Based on the rel-

sec). ative magnitude of the differences, it is reasonable
6Anderson, Hal. Research Forester. U.S. Depart- to assume that the much lower bulk density of jack

ment of Agriculture, Forest Service, Northern Forest pine foliage will predominate, resulting in faster
Fire Laboratory, Missoula, MT; personal spreadra_sandhigherintensitiesfbrjackpinecrown
communication, fires than are predicted by the chaparral model. Note,
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however, that using a windspeed of ]8 mi/h (rather
than t5) yields a predicted 2 rni/h spread rate, 28-
foot fiarne length_ and a fireline intensity of 9,000
Btu/f_/sec.

Convection and Spottin_ _

The distinction between a wind-driven and a con-

vective fire is an important and sometimes critical
fire behavior characteristic. To determine which pro-

cess predominated on the Mack Lake Fire, we ex-
amined the smoke column and analyzed the energy
balance between the fire and the wind field°

Throughout much of the afternoon, the smoke col-
umn rose at a moderate angle (45 °) up to an esti-
mated altitude of 5,000 feet. The middle portion rose
at a steeper angle (60 °) to an estimated 10,000 feet.
This was topped by an apparent cumulus cloud which
we estimated topped off at 15,000 feet (fig. 24). In
Oscoda (35 miles downwind fYom the fire) "a definite
wood smoke smell in the air" was reported, and ash
particles V4 to Vs inch in diameter were observedJ A
very light rain fell with drops "high in particulate
matter." (This had to be condensation from the con-

vection column as the sky was otherwise clear.) The
Au Sable River near Oscoda was "covered with ash"

(several visible pieces per square foot).
Figure 24.--Smoke column from the Mack Lake Fire.

Using Byram's (1959) energy balance equations Photo courtesy of Michigan Department of Natural
(Appendix I), we determined the rate of flow of ki- Resources.
netic energy in the wind field (P_) and the rate at

and behavior were noted. Although visual observa-which thermal energy is converted to kinetic energy
in the convection column (Pf.). Results are given in tions of the convection column are not available, we
table 7. Byram (1959) states "extreme fire behavior may assume that true blowup conditions prevailed.
and blowup characteristics occur when Pf exceeds Pw Starting' at 1400, surface windspeed increased to 15
for a considerable height above the fire--usually at mi/h. Most likely, turbulence had transferred some
least 1,000 feet and more, often greater than 3,000 of the momentum of the low-level jet downward. This
or 4,000 feet." resulted in Pw = Pf at altitudes below 1,000 feet.

Therefore, for the remainder of the day, the fire was
From table 7, Pf exceeded Pw at the surface essentially wind driven and two dimensional.

throughout the afternoon. Because Pw is proportional

to the cube of the windspeed, however, increasing The initial escape east of Highway 33 spotted 225
windspeed associated with increasing altitude nor- feet from the prescribed fire. During its run, the fire
really results in Pw _ Pf at some distance above the was observed spotting at least V4 mile ahead (front
ground. During the first hour, the energy parameters cover, fig. 21). Albini (1979) published a model which
equalized at between 1,000 and 2,000 feet. It is not predicts spot fire distances from burning trees. Using
known whether this is sufficient height for devel- jack pine, 5-inch d.b.h., 25-foot tree height, 25 trees
opment of a vertical structure with free convection, burning simultaneously, and 15 mi/h windspeed, his
In any case, the 35 mi/h low-level jet overpowered model predicts a 1/3-mile maximum spotting dis-
the convection column between 2,000 and 3,000 feet. tance during the major run. Using conditions in the

vicinity of the torching trees during the initial es-
For a brief period (1310-1325) the fire's energy was cape west of Highway 33 (3-inch d.b.h., 154hot treesufficient to overcome that of the wind field. It was

height, five trees burning and 10 mi/h windspeed),
during this period that the most extreme spread rates

the model predicts a 1/10-mile maximum spotting
7Grieve, Gerald. Fire Control Officer, Michigan De- distance. Thus, the model's spotting predictions are

partment of Natural Resources; personal inexcellentagreementwithobservationsontheMack
communication. Lake Fire.
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Table 7.--Wind field and convection column energy balance for the Mack Lake Fire

Pw 1 Altitude
Altitudeabovesurface(ft) where

Interval p1 O 1,000 2, OOO 3,000 4,OO0 P, = Pw

1206-1222 12 2 9 147 156 86 1,100
1222-1238 57 1 6 129 138 74 1,500
1238-1310 85 1 5 119 127 67 1,800
1310-1325 208 0 1 79 85 41 --
1325-1600 45 29 248 134 143 78 2900

1600-1825 16 211 254 146 t55 86 2200
,ft-lb/sec/ft2.

_ 2Basedonasurfacewindspeedof15mi/hafter1400(table2)andassumingalinearincreaseto 2,000feet.

Although even a 1/4-mile-wide fuel break might long unburned crown strips noted on the Mack
not be an effective fire barrier under such conditions, Lake Fire.)

it could yield several fire suppression benefits, par- 4. Spotting ahead of the fire would result in second-
ticularly if composed of less flammable hardwood cry fires which, as they backed into the main fire,
species. It could reduce rate of spread and intensity would increase in intensity. (Although this could
to suppressible levels and provide a relatively safe account for random pockets of unburned fhels, it
area from which to make a stand. In some areas, the could not account for the regular banding pattern.)

effective width of a break could be increased by back-
firing. Given typical spotting distances, however, even Because existing hypotheses could not completely
wide fuel breaks would have to be coupled with ex- account for the physical evidence found on the Mack
tensive downwind patrolling to insure a reasonable Lake Fire, we propose an alternate hypothesis. The
chance of holding a crown fire. evidence is strong that unburned crown strips result

.... from downward-moving streams of air (fig. 25). The

Horizontal Roll Vortices latter are likely the result of horizontal roll vortices
_, (HRV), a form of B_nard cell (fig. 26). Such cells are

An important characteristic of the Mack Lake Fire
well documented in the atmosphere. They produce

_: is the numerous strips of unburned (but generally cloud "streets" in the atmosphere (Kuettner 1959)
scorched) tree crowns (fig. 15). Wade and Ward (1973) and long parallel systems of sand dunes in deserts
noted similar unburned crown patterns on the Air (Bagnold 1952). The cell has been described as hel-
Force Bomb Range Fire and the Exotic Dancer Fire ical in the atmosphere, but it is believed that the
in South Carolina. They summarized existing hy- same air or entrained particles will make repeated
potheses about possible causes of the patterns: rotations.
1. A fluctuating wind direction could result in de-

creased intensity along one flank and increased
intensity along the other. This could result in al-
ternate backing and flanking behavior. (On the

_i Mack Lake Fire, repeated shifts of 160 ° would //
have been needed to account fbr the physical evi- // !

dence. No such shifts in ambient wind direction _\ I% _lt i

were observed.) _.,_x._x _ _:_/ _ ', _ ..,,_:_/,,,.
2. Windspeed could periodically decrease to less than __ ,,____:___'_!

iil that necessary to sustain a crown fire. (There is __:___fi
no evidence of significant ambient windspeed lulls __
during the fire's run, nor would this account for _2J_

opposite spreading fires.) _ l o,.,-,to 20Or, 4
3. A two-dimensional, wind-driven fire (Pw > Pf) could

advance rapidly into new fuels, increase in inten-
sity, and become three dimensional (Pr > P_). As Figure 25._Hypothesized action of strong downdrafl
the fuel burns out, Pf is reduced and the wind of air resulting from horizontal roll vortex. The
again drives the fire. This requires that the fire downward moving stream of air could contain fire-
act as a unit. (We do not believe that this process brands that would start a line of spot fires that
could account for several continuous 4- to 7-mile- would be blown in opposite directions.
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Figure 26.--Simplified hypothetical cross section of Figure 27.--View (looking down) of a fire acting as
a single horizontal roll vortex, suggesting possible a single unit, indicating location of shear zone along
entrainment of outside air. There is also an upward perimeter (from Countryman 1968).
flow clue to buoyant forces, which may mask the

All postfire observations and evidence support thevortex ci#cuZation. The exact location of the vortex
HRV hypothesis. Some strips are isolated and nar-relative to the fire perimeter is not known.
row (fig. 28 (top), foreground) and some are broad

In a crown fire, the vortex should form in the shear and grouped (fig. 28 (top), background), with greenzone between the ambient wind and the convective
crown foliage visible in the center. The width of in-

updraft along the edge of the fire (fig. 27). Although dividual strips varies from 30 to 650 feet. Most strips
the vortex should appear as a horizontal smoke roll were reasonably straight but a few curved inward
along the fire's flanks, the exact location of the vortex toward the direction of major fire activity (fig. 28
relative to the fire perimeter is not known. We ex- (bottom)). When viewed from the air, one side of many
amined video tapes of the Mack Lake Fire smoke strips was irregular, implying a fire in the early stages
column s and found what appeared to be two hori- of crowning, while the opposite side appeared smooth,zontaI roll vortices. We estimated one on the north-

suggesting a well-developed crown fire (figs. 22, 28
ern flank to be 2 miles long and 1/4mile wide, but (top)).
poor viewing angle and lack of ground definition pre-

cluded estimates of the dimensions of the second vor- The unburned crown strips were most often par-
tex on the southern flank, allel, although clusters of strips diverged (usually

Countryman (1968) found downward air motion near the fire's origin) or converged (usually near the
over a fire, although the pattern of vertical flow was fire's termination--fig. 15). Distance between par-
not well organized. Chandler et al. (1963) noted that allel strips ranged from 150 to 2,800 feet. The un-
several observations have been recorded of wind burned tree-crown strips crossed roads and gently
blowing outward from large fires. Schaefer (1957) rolling terrain, while essentially maintaining their
described a large counterclockwise-rotating (looking identity, often for 2 to 4 miles, and in one case, over
downstream) B_nard cell 1 mile in diameter that 7 miles.
acted as a lateral spread mechanism on the 1956
Dudley Lake Fire in Arizona. The smoke-outlined Tree trunk scorch height resulting from wildland
cell was reported to have remained as a coherent fires is highest on the downwind side. Ground ex-
mass 300 miles downwind from the fire. We exam- amination of the understory in the unburned crown

ined film from the Dudley Lake Fire which clearly strips invariably disclosed the low-charred sides of
showed a circulating air flow, including downward tree trunks facing each other. The char pattern was
movement. Recently, Luti (1980) demonstrated that generally less evident in the direction toward which
the k-e 2-equation turbulence model yields a hori- the fire was spreading (fig. 29 (top)) than in the di-
zontal circulating air pattern as a dominant feature rection from which the fire had come (fig. 29 (bot-
along the forward and rear perimeters of a mass fire. tom)). Char height was generally I to 3 feet high on

the inside of the tree trunks and 5 to 10 feet on the

8Provided by television station WBKB-TV, Alpena, opposite side (160 ° apart). This implies that the fire
MI. spread in opposite directions with some forward
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Figure 28.-- Unburned narrow, isolated crown strips
showing smooth and ragged edge (foreground).
Broad, grouped strips can also be seen (back-
ground) (top). Unburned tree crown strip with in-
ward curve (bottom).

movement. This would be consistent with a down-

ward moving stream of air carrying embers from the
main fire and igniting a secondary fire that spread
in both directions, pushed by winds spreading out_
ward from the air stream as it reached the ground.

In one narrow strip, trees with scorch on opposite
sides were only 2 feet apart. Mere typically, they

were 5 to 10 feet apart. The line of opposing spread Figure 29.--View of line of opposite spread in an
was generally located from one-fourth to one-third unburned tree crown strip (looking in the direction
the width of the strip from the apparently more in- of fire spread) (top). Note less charring visible on
tense (smooth) side. In wide strips, there was often opposite side of tree stems than in bottom view.
no charring along the center line; even needles a few View of line of opposite spread in an unburned tree
inches above the ground were unscorched. These un- crown strip (looking in the direction from which
derstory patterns were found along the entire length the fire is coming) (bottom). Note more charring
of all strips examined, visible on opposite side of tree stems than in top

view.
When the strip and understory pattern became

disorganized, we invariably found that it had re- in the overhead tree-crown pattern in conform-
formed within a short distance and concluded that ance with ground evidence.
it had changed for one of two reasons: 2. The strip stopped 200 to 300 feet npwind of an
1. A single strip had re-formed into two or more intersecting road. We usually found the re-formed

strips, or multiple strips had re-formed into single strip and understory pattern 50 to 80 feet on the
strips. This was always accompanied by a change other side of the road.
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h_ one instance,a stripmoved from conifersto irregularlineofunburned :materialresultingfPorn.
hardwoodm Even though there was no crowning in the tanker spray pattern. This unburned line was
the latter, the uncharred center line continued along 20 to 30 feet outside the unburned center line of the
a sidehill 200 feet long, with a 25 ° stope, about 150 strip.
feet ffrom the bottom. The pattern indicated that along

the length of this hill, the fire bu.rned downs]ope On the 1977 Bass River Fire in New Jersey, an
below the strip and upslope above the strip. In an- abandoned vehicle, near which four firefighters were
other instance, when a strip crossed a small depres- trapped, was on. the southwest side of an unburned

sion 20 fbet deep by 100 feet across, the ground sur- tree crown strip (fig. 30). The main fire was spreading
face pattern was '_tost" in the depression, but "fbund" southeastward and the strip was along the south°
again on the other side. western flank of the fire. Although in documenting

the fire, Brotak (1976) concentrates on _%lowup" con-
We examined the unburned crown strip that fbrmed ditions, his description of specific conditions associ-

along the tractor/plow line where the fatality oc- ated with the fatality are identical to those of Mack
curred. The edge was smooth on the fire side and Lake. He states:
ragged on the opposite side (fig. 22). The center line

was offset about _ of the distance from the fire side ...it appears as if the wind shifted frorn

of the strip. The strip extended 1,000 feet beyond the the northwest to the northeast during a
point where the control line was abandoned and curved part of the fire's run. This is believed to
inward toward the fire. These f_atures indicate that be responsible fbr trapping the men.., this
this strip was formed by the same process as the would have turned the flank of the fire to
others. In this strip, we fbund a 2_. to 3.%hot-wide the north of the truck into a head fire

quickly spreading to the southwest°

Figure 30._Aerial view of part of 1977 Bass River Fire in New Jersey--looking northwest.
Abandoned vehicle can be seen in center. Photo courtesy of New Jersey Department of En-
vironmental Protection.
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Figure 30 clearly indicates that the 90 ° wind shift ® Observations and documentation of the line of op--
must have been localized, because the pattern of un- posite spread in crown strips, particularly along
burned tree crowns does not change before or after the forward perimeter of a fire_

the reported shift. Thus, the evidence, although not ® Meteorological and topographic t_atures related
conclusive, points toward horizontal roll vortices as to the fire.

the cause of the four men being trapped on the Bass
River Fire. FIRE EFFECTS

The upper-left photograph on the back cover is a The Mack Lake Fire took a heavy toll. One fire-
view of the southwest flank of the Mack Lake Fire, fighter lost his life. Losses from the destruction of

looking north along Forest Service Road 4457 (just private property will probably exceed 2 million dot-
north of 4461). Although the fire was ;preading lars when all claims are settled. Timber losses were
southeastward at the time that the photograph was estimated at 2 million dollars and watershed and
taken, the flames are clearly tilting toward the recreation losses at $166,000. On the positive side,
southwest--an identical situation to that described range and wildlife values increased by $125,000. 9
by Brotak (1976). This would be consistent with flames

being driven by the outdraft of a horizontal roll vor- Site Effects
tex along the flank. The depth of burn was very shallow (V4 to 1/2inch).

Haines (1982) compiled information from a dozen In all areas except under the slash piles, _/2to 1 inch
fires across the United States, Canada, and Aus- of duff remained after the fire. Due to the excellent

tralia, in fuel types ranging from sawgrass to mature insulating properties of duff, it is unlikely that any
timber, where unburned strips of fuels were reported, significant temperature increase occurred in the soil.
Several fires (Fletcher Road in Michigan, Bomb Range Therefore, soil micro-organisms were likely not sig-
in North Carolina, and Bass River in New Jersey) nificantly affected by the fire. The remaining duff,
revealed not only unburned crown strips similar to coupled with essentially flat topography, should ef-
those at Mack Lake but also concentric ellipsoidal fectively prevent soil erosion, and the only effect on
bands around the entire fire perimeter in the early the soil should be an increase in nutrients for 2 to
stages. Haines (1982) also demonstrated that the ex- 3 years.

istence of horizontal roll vortices in conjunction with One season after the fire, the hardwood species
crown fires is consistent with existing theories of (primarily oak and aspen) had resprouted vigorously,
heat transfer and fluid dynamics, indicating little root damage. In the first year, aspen

Additional research is needed to confirm or reihte sprouts were 2 to 7 feet high and oak sprouts often

the hypotheses stated here. Several questions must equaled the height of the plants prior to the fire (1
be answered, to 4 feet). Thus, wherever understory oak was pres-

ent in the jack pine stands, the fire acted as a re-

• How does a vortex form? leasing agent. Similarly, most of the herbs and woody
• What combinations of wind, fire size, and intensity shrubs present prior to the fire had resprouted vig-

result in horizontal roll vortices? orously. Finally, the usual assortment of pioneer spe-
® What combinations of wind, fire size, and intensity cies, such as fireweed (Erechtites hieraci/blia) and

permit patterns to curve around the head of a fire? pin cherry (Prunus pensylvanica), were relatively
• Is there a maximum topographic irregularity above abundant. In general, plant cover was quickly re-

which a horizontal roll vortex will not form? established on virtually all of the burned area. Ad-
o Do multiple adjoining vortices form as they do in ditional research is currently underway to document

the atmosphere, or is this a single vortex the response of the :plant communities to the fire.
phenomenon?

• Is the mechanism that forms a single large vortex In the hardwood stands, effects on the overstory
the same as that which forms bands in conifer ranged from 100 percent mortality adjacent to areas

crown fires or bands in grass fires? where the fire was crowning in jack pine to virtually
no effect where the fire gradually died out during

Necessary field observations include: the night. Many of the trees that were top-killed
have resprouted. Consequently, the new stand will• Photographic documentation of horizontal roll

vortices, including ground reference for scaling, likely contain a high percentage of coppice growth.

® Aerial photographs of burned areas before scorched 9Data obtained from the Mack Lake Individual
foliage drops to the ground. Forest Fire Report, Form 5100-29.
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Jack Pine Reproduc on 2. In northern Lower Michigan, the spring fire sea-
son appears to be typified by wide fluctuations

One week after the fire, 10 seed count samples in fire danger. Ninety percent of the days are
were taken in the burned area. Seeds were found on either low or high, with less than 10 percent in
nine plots and the exception had no trees of seed- between. Periods of moderate fire weather ap-
bearing age within a reasonable distance. On the propriate for prescribed burning rarely last more
nine plots with seeds, the counts averaged 300,000/ than 1 day. This complicates the prescribed
acre, with a range of 90,000 to 1,000,000. Riley (1975) burning planning process.
states that 20,000 viable seeds per acre are necessary 3. The Mack Lake Fire occurred just 6 days after
fbr adequate stocking. Data summarized by McRae _/_ inch of rain fell. Only a slight precipitation
(1979) indicate that jack pine seed viability averages deficit was recorded during the 4 months pre-
50 percent. Thus, 40,000 seeds/acre should provide ceding the fire. It is clear that drought is not
adequate stocking. Wherever seeds fell following the necessary for a major spring crown fire in jack
fire, the number appears to be more than adequate pine. During the last 4 days of the drying period,
to regenerate the stand. Chrosciewicz (1974) rates a relative humidity at 1300 ranged from 19 to 28
postburn duff depth of less than 1 inch as high qual- percent.
ity in terms of seedling survival. Because most of 4. Horizontal roll vortices may be a common mech-
the fire area fits this class, there is every reason to anism of lateral crown fire spread. If they form,
expect good reproduction wherever a seed source is they are a safety hazard for crews working on
available, the flanks of crown fires. Further research into

this phenomenon will be needed before the pro-
Because initial conditions for reproduction were cesses involved are understood and procedures

ideal, the primary limiting factor is postburn rain- for predicting the occurrence of horizontal roll
fall. Five rain gauges were located across the burned vortices can be developed.
area and rainfall data obtained for the growing sea- 5. There are many large, relatively flat areas where
son (May to September). Rainfall for the 5-month jack pine predominates. Once a crown fire begins
period averaged 16.3 inches (normal = 14.4 inches), to run in this timber type, large-scale fire
with a range of 15.1 to 17.8 inches between the five
rain gauges. Thus, all areas of the fire received be- suppression efforts are needed. Fuel breaks,

composed of less flammable hardwood species or
tween 5 and 19 percent above average rainfall for widely spaced trees, could yield important fire
the first growing season. Only i month (August) was suppression benefits such as reducing rate of
significantly below average (-2.2 inches), but even spread and intensity, increasing firefighter safety,
then, no more than 2 weeks elapsed between signif- and providing an opportunity to make a stand.
icant precipitation. Therefore, immediate postfire 6. The moisture content of old jack pine foliage is
conditions were favorable for survival of jack pine at a minimum during the onset of new growth
seedlings, in the spring. This increases crowning potential

Casual observation at the end of the first growing and may result in crown fire spread rates twice
season indicated that optimistic expectations might those encountered in the fall. These changes
be realized and that a dense stand of jack pine seed- should be incorporated into fire management
lings was likely to become established over much of planning.
the burned area. Three plots had an average of 9,000 7. Several conditions contributed to the escape of
seedlings/acre, with a range of 2,000 to 17,000. On the prescribed fire:
the assumption that reforestation will occur, the Mack ® Spotting from slash piles.
Lake Fire may have created what in 10 years will ® Irregular groups of uncut trees adjacent to the
be 10,000 to 15,000 acres of prime habitat for the prescribed fire area.
endangered Kirtland's warbler. • Locating the control line near the top of a 25-

percent slope.
CONCLUSIONS • High windspeed (15-plus mi/h).

• Low relative humidity (21 percent).
1. The Mack Lake Fire was not unique. Five other * Low fine-fuel moisture (7 percent).

fires in excess of 10,000 acres have occurred in 8. The transition from prescribed burning to wild-
the Mack Lake area since 1820. The average fire control is critical. Subsequent spot fires can
interval between major jack pine crown fires is threaten initial attack crews. Since confusion is

28 years. Large crown fires will continue to be possible when an escape is attacked, it is ira-
an intermittent fact of life in jack pine forests, portant that the transition be planned in advance.
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Fireline Intensity

Byram (1959) gives a formula for fireline intensity:
I = hwr (1)

where I = fireline intensity (Btu/ft/sec),
h = heat value of the fuel (Btu/lb),

w = weight of fuel consumed (lbs/ft2), and
r = rate of spread (ft/sec).
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in using (1)we assumed that all of the fuel was Residence Time
consumed in the flaming front. Although this over-
estimates intensity to some extent, there is no re- The length of time that a fuel particle will con-
liable method for separating fuel consumed by the tinue to burn was given by Anderson (1969):
fire front from that consumed afterward. We felt that T_ = 8d (4)

for the Mack Lake Fire, the resulting error would where T_ = flaming residence time (minutes), and
be relatively small, d = fuel particle diameter (inches).

For the Mack Lake Fire, little woody material in

Energy Release excess of 1/4 inch was consumed. Thus, typical resi-dence time was 2 minutes.

The total energy released by the fire front per unit Heat Value
of time is:

Hough (1969) gives low heat of combustion values
Ef = If.Lf (2) of various components of jack pine and aspen fuel

complexes (table 8). These were adjusted for heat
where Ef = frontal energy release rate (Btu/sec), losses due to vaporization of fuel moisture. Weighted

Ir = fireline intensity at the front (Btu/ft/ average heat of combustion for jack pine (7,900 Btu/
sec), and lb) and hardwood (7,370 Btu/lb) fuel complexes were

Le = length of the fire front (ft). obtained. The dense, black smoke emitted by the
Although the fire fl:ont is generally less than one- Mack Lake Fire (front and back cover photos) indi-

fourth of the total perimeter, most of the fire's energy cares incomplete combustion, as is typical of large
will be released at the front due to its high fireline fires. Therefore, using data from Byram (1959), an
intensity relative to the remainder of the perimeter, incomplete combustion heat value reduction was es-

timated for jack pine surface fuels (12 percent) and
The total energy released by the fire can be de- foliage (28 percent). The weighted average reduction

termined by: (14 percent) gave a heat of combustion of 6,820 Btu/
E t = 43,560 hwa (3) lb for the jack pine fuel complex. For aspen, with a

less intense surface fire, a reduction of 6 percent

where E_ = total energy released by the fire (Btu) yielded a value of 6,930 Btu/lb of fuel. Finally, an
and average radiation loss of 800 Btu/lb (Byram 1959)

a = fire area (acres). gives a heat yield (h) of approximately 6,000 Btu/lb
Dividing E t by the time interval over which it is for jack pine and 6,100 Btu/lb for the hardwood fuel
measured yields the total energy release rate per complex. The latter values were used for all intensity
unit time. calculations.

Table 8._Heat of combustion value of fuels consumed by the Mack Lake Fire

Average Weighted
Lowheat moisture Heat lossto Fuel average

value contenF vaporization consumed3 heatvalue

Btu/Ib _ Percent Percent Btu/Ib
Jack pine needles 8,575 120 1,165 0.28
Jack pine twigs 8,707 15 145 .13
Jack pine litter 4 8,657 10 97 .24
Jack pine duff 7,857 25 242 .35 7,908

1.00

Aspen, oak litter 7,952 10 97 .304
Aspen duff s 7,280 25 242 .61
Aspen twigs 8,150 15 145 .09 7,371

1.00

'DatafromHough(1969).Correctedfor ashcontentandvaporizingwaterof reaction.
2Estimatedaveragefor allmaterialconsumed.
3Fromtables4 and5.
qncludesshrubsandherbs.
5Estimatebasedonaverageincreaseinashcontentfor otherspecies.
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Fuel Consumption APPENDIX Ho
COMPARING Fi[REoDANGER

We distinguished four fuel consumption rates. In
the prescribed burn area (1024-1206)fuel consump- RATING SYSTEMS

tion was 26 tons/acre (w = 1.2 lbs/ft2). Between 1206 Fire danger can be defined as an assessment of
and 1222 the fire burned on the ground in a jack the expectedoccurrence, rate of spread, and intensity
pine stand. From table 4a, fuel consumption without of wildland fires resulting from an observed state of
crown foliage was 7.3 tons/acre (w = 0.34 lbs/ft2), the weather, fuels, and topography. The transfor-
Between 1222 and 1825, 20,000 acres were burned, mation from a weather observation to expected fire
We assumed that all the non-hardwood stands (17,720 behavior is strongly dependent on microclimate and
acres--table 3) were burned during this period. Thus, fuel characteristics. Thus, to evaluate the worst fire
2,280 acres of hardwood were also burned during the danger, the National Fire-Danger Rating System
same period. Based on that assumption and data (NFDRS) estimates the moisture content of round-
from table 3, the weighted average fuel consumption wood, without bark, off the ground, and in the open
between 1222 and 1825 was 10.5 tons/acre (w = 0.48 (Deeming et al. 1977). In contrast, to evaluate av-
lbs/ft2). We assumed that the fire burned only in erage fire danger, the Canadian Fire Weather Index
hardwood stands after 1825 consuming 14.6 tons/ (FWI) estimates the moisture content of surface lit-

acre (w = 0.67 lbs/ft2), ter and duff under a canopy (Van Wagner 1974b). It
is instructive to compare how the two contrasting

Energy Balance systems portrayed fire danger during the 1980 spring
season at Mack Lake.

Byram (1959) gives equations for comparing the FWI class boundaries were established on the sameenergy flow rate of the wind with the rate at which
basis as the NFDRS Burning Index (BI), using cli-thermal energy is converted to kinetic energy. For a

neutrally stable atmosphere: matological data from Gore Bay, Ontario, the closest
comparable Canadian station (Simard and Valen-

Pw - p (v-r) 3 (5) zuela 1972). FWI values were calculated using Mio
2g weather data for April and May 1980 (table 9, fig.

where Pw = the rate of flow of kinetic energy in the 31). We normalized the two data sets by dividing each
wind field at height z above the fire (ft- FWI and BI value by the maximum value, thereby
lb/sec/ft2), permitting a direct comparison of the two indices (fig.

p = air density at height z (lb/ft3), 32). The FWI indicates similarities to the BI in that
v = windspeed at height z (ft/sec), the times of peak fire danger are the same. The FWI
r = forward rate of spread of the fire (ft/sec), also suggests that the fire season was bimodal, but

and the relative percentages are different (fig. 33). Only
g = acceleration of gravity (ft/sec2). 9 days (25 percent) were high to extreme, 23 days

I (64 percent) were low, and 4 days (11 percent) were
Pf = Cp (To + 459) (6) moderate. There were four occasions when the index

where Pf = the rate at which thermal energy is con- jumped from low to high (or vice versa) in a single
verted to kinetic energy in the convec- day.

tion column of a fire (ft-lb/sec/ft2), There is a difference in the response of the two
I - fireline intensity (Btu/sec/ft), systems immediately after a rainfall of 0.1 inch or
Cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure more. On three out of six occasions _°, 1 day after

(Btu/lb/°F), and significant rain, the BI jumped to the high class (ta-
To = air temperature at the surface (°F). ble 1, fig. 2). It remained at zero only once. In con-

trast, the FWI remained at zero 1 day after signifi-
The following values were used to calculate Pw and cant rain on four of the six occasions and did not rise

Pf in table 7. higher than the moderate class on the remaining
Altitude (_t) p v two. The lag in the FWI eliminated three apparent

surface 0.0765 13 r - table6a lesser fire danger peaks implied by the BI. The FWI
1,000 .0743 20 g = 32 indicates that most of the fire season had had low
2,000 .0721 51 I - table 6b fire danger, except for four distinct peaks.
3,000 .0706 53 Co= 0.24
4,000 .0679 44 T_ = 80 1°Omitting two occasions when more than 0.1 inch

of rain was recorded on the subsequent day.
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"['able 9.--National Fire-Danger Rating System 1.o li

(NFDRS), Burning Index (BI) , and Canadian Fire I
Weather Index (FWI) values for April and early o.8
May 1980 at Mio, Michigan

NFDRS BA FW] _ °.6

Date (8i)1 BJmax FWJ FWImax _. o.4 ,

o,o..70.17,,,
2 70 .78 12 29 _ ,_ __3 54 .60 16 39 o._ / _/
4 0 .00 0 00 _ /
5 44 .49 1 02 \ / , ,, l-z, / / |
6 47 .52 2 05 ., _,j .... .t.,_..,J.._ ,,,
7 37 .41 2 05 APRIL 5 10 15 20 25 30 MAY 5

8 0 .00 0 00 DATE

9 0 .00 0 00 Figure 32.--Relative values of the National Fire-
10 0 .00 0 O0 Danger Rating System (NFDRS) Burning Index
11 10 .11 0 00 and the Canadian Fire Weather Index (FWI) for
12 0 .00 0 O0 Mio, Michigan, April and early May 1980.
13 31 .34 0 00
14 0 .00 0 00 Perhaps most important, the fire danger peaks
15 O .00 0 00 indicated by the FWI are of different magnitudes.
16 52 .58 0 O0 While the first three peaks were similar and in the
17 40 .44 1 02 high range, the fourth (on the day of the Mack Lake
18 58 .64 5 12 Fire) was well into the extreme range--more than
19 80 .89 14 34 twice as high as the next highest peak. Thus, the
20 46 .51 1 02 FWI implied that fire danger on May 5 was consid-
21 49 .54 7 17 erably more severe than it had been during the pre-
22 54 .60 11 27 vious three peaks.
23 90 1.00 19 .46
24 73 .81 10 .24 Each system reflects the aspect of fire danger it
25 58 .64 2 .05 was designed to measure. Because it predicts fire
26 0 .00 2 .05 danger in the open, the NFDRS reaches peak values
27 0 .00 2 .05
28 0 .00 1 .02 quickly and remains relatively high under continued
29 0 .00 0 .00 drying. In so doing, however, the system may lose
30 0 .00 0 .00 some ability to distinguish between varying degrees

1 10 .11 0 .00 of high to extreme danger under a closed forest can-
2 32 .36 1 .02 opy. Because the FWI predicts fire danger under a
3 53 .59 14 .34 75 -
4 63 .70 25 .61
5 79 .88 41 1.00 _ --
6 2 .02 8 .20 ,_
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Figure31.--CanadianForestFireWeatherIndex(FWI) Figure 33.--Percent of days by fire-danger rating
for Mio, Michigan, April and early May 1980. index class.
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canopy, it responds more slowly than the NFDRS
and may, therefore, be better able to distinguish fire
danger peaks in forest stands. Assuming that fire
managers would respond differently to two portray-
als of the same fire season is sufficient justification
for further study of these differences.
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Upper Right Photo.--As with many natural processes, a fully developed crown fire dwarfs suppression efforts.
Photo courtesy of the Huron-Manistee National Forest, Mio Ranger District.

Upper Left Photo.--Looking north along the southwest flank of the fire. Although the fire is spreading south;
eastward (left to right), the flames are being driven to the southwest (right to left). The action of a horizontal
roll vortex could account for this apparent anomaly. Photo courtesy of the Huron-Manistee National Forest,
Mio Ranger District.

Bottom Photo.--The Mack Lake Fire as it burned through the Kirtland Warbler Management Area, shortly

after passing through the village of Mack Lake. Photo courtesy of the Huron-Manistee National Forest, Mio
Ranger District.

Simard, Albert J.; Haines, Donald A.; Blank, Richard W.; Frost, John S.
The Mack Lake Fire. Gen. Tech. Rep. NC-83. St. Paul, MN: U.S. De-

partment of Agriculture, Forest Service, North Central Forest Ex-
periment Station; 1983.36 p.

Describes the Mack Lake Fire near Mio, Michigan. Few docu-
mented wildfires have exceeded its average spread rate (2 mi/h) and

energy release rate (8,800 Btu/ft/sec). The extreme behavior resulted
from high winds, low humidity, low fuel moisture and jack pine
fuels. Horizontal roll vortices may have contributed to the death of
one firefighter.

KEY WORDS: fire behavior, crown fires, jack pine, weather, fuels,
horizontal roll vortices.
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